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Abstract: This study assessed the short-term effects of conventional (i.e., human-composed) and
algorithmic music on the relaxation level. It also investigated whether algorithmic compositions are
perceived as music and are distinguishable from human-composed music. Three hundred twenty
healthy volunteers were recruited and randomly allocated to two groups where they listened to
either their preferred music or algorithmic music. Another 179 healthy subjects were allocated to
four listening groups that respectively listened to: music composed and performed by a human,
music composed by a human and performed by a machine; music composed by a machine and
performed by a human, music composed and performed by a machine. In the first experiment,
participants underwent one of the two music listening conditions—preferred or algorithmic music—
in a comfortable state. In the second one, participants were asked to evaluate, through an online
questionnaire, the musical excerpts they listened to. The Visual Analogue Scale was used to evaluate
their relaxation levels before and after the music listening experience. Other outcomes were evaluated
through the responses to the questionnaire. The relaxation level obtained with the music created by
the algorithms is comparable to the one achieved with preferred music. Statistical analysis shows
that the relaxation level is not affected by the composer, the performer, or the existence of musical
training. On the other hand, the perceived effect is related to the performer. Finally, music composed
by an algorithm and performed by a human is not distinguishable from that composed by a human.

Keywords: algorithmic music; human/machine composition; Melomics-Health; relaxation; thera-
peutic music listening

1. Introduction

Music Therapy was born and developed as a discipline strongly characterized by
the relational component. It is mainly based on active techniques, especially in sound-
music improvisation [1,2]: patient and therapist interact using rhythmic-melodic musical
instruments, expressing emotions and activating a process of sharing and (co)regulation.
This allows for significant effects on the communication/relationship level, but also on
the behavioral, psychological, and cognitive aspects [3–5]. Alongside this approach, active
rehabilitation techniques supported by music have also been developed. Neurological
Music Therapy can be considered an example [6–9]. However, as shown in the literature,
the use of music listening is also growing in the field of music therapy, showing how the
musical contents (independently from the relational component) have an important impact
on human beings, producing significant effects on the physiological, psychological, and be-
havioral level [4,10–13]. Music listening is widely used in some pathological contexts such
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as the treatment of pain [14,15], cancer [16], in a hospital setting to reduce anxiety and stress
resulting from hospitalization or medical interventions [17,18], and the treatment of some
psycho-behavioral symptoms that characterize chronic or degenerative diseases [19–22].
The complexity of the musical phenomenon makes the scientific approach to therapy with
music difficult, and therefore the understanding of the cause–effect connections (what
produces what). In this regard, the possible introduction of information technology in
music and music therapy fields can be a valuable and important support. Recently, artificial
intelligence has been used in various areas including music composition [23,24]. Generally,
this allows for the creation of new music styles or music based on a previous style [25,26].
However, the possibility of creating music for therapy remains largely unexplored. Some
previous studies describe the Melomics-Health algorithm that introduced this possibil-
ity [27–30]. Melomics-Health can create music based on specific therapeutic needs, mainly
to reduce stress, anxiety [27], and pain [3]. In further detail, algorithmic music relies
on composition methods developed for specific therapeutic use [29]. Thus, it does not
constitute a musical genre, but a way of composing music. The algorithm simplifies the
complexity of musical structures by composing melodies characterized by musical parame-
ters (timbre, tempo, intervals, tonal/modal background, pitch range, duration of sounds,
pauses) controlled and modulated in relation to therapeutic needs [29]. On one hand, this
allows for standardized musical proposals, while on the other hand, it allows people to
relate the musical structure with its potential effects. Algorithmic listening is different from
the main approaches to music listening usually used in the music therapy context, which
are based mainly on conventional musical repertoires, familiar to the patients and then
predictable, and that also take into account their musical tastes [31]. Although neuroscience
has shown the impact of music based on these characteristics [32,33], therapeutic musical
choices should also consider musical parameters, especially when music is used not only
to produce well-being but also to reduce specific symptoms such as anxiety, stress, and
pain [27,34,35]. With these premises, two musical models aimed at activating or relaxing
have been created through Melomics-Health. In particular, researchers have paid attention
to relaxation, which is a fundamental and transversal topic in the field of therapy. This
study completes previous research in which predictive factors of success in the use of
conventional or Melomics-Health music approaches were identified through machine
learning techniques [36]. The objectives of this study are (a) to understand whether lis-
tening to algorithmic music is more or less relaxing than listening to conventional music
(Phase 1 of the study); (b) to assess whether algorithmic music is perceived as music or
not, how much the composer and performer (human or machine) affect music listening
concerning relaxation, and whether music composed by a human can be distinguished by
that composed by an algorithm (Phase 2 of the study).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Phase 1

This part of the study involved the same sample of healthy subjects described in the
abovementioned article by Raglio et al. [36]. This is a sample of 323 healthy volunteers (162
females and 161 males). The distribution of volunteers by age is the following: 109 between
25 and 44 years, 141 between 45 and 64 years, and 64 at least 65 years old. A total of 156
participants had musical training, while the remaining 167 were without musical training
(here, musical training is defined as at least three years of musical education and practice).
In the considered population, less than 1% rarely listen to music, 32% listen to music
infrequently (not daily), 38% listen daily for less than one hour, while the remaining subjects
listen to music at least one hour a day. The volunteers were allocated to two homogeneous
groups (with and without musical training or practice) and stratified by gender, age, and
education. Each final subgroup was formally randomized to conventional (self-selected) or
Melomics-Health music listening. For musical generation, the pipeline consisted of MIDI
file generation with the Music21 Python library (http://web.mit.edu/music21/, accessed
on 3 September 2021) and, subsequently, by using Apple Logic Pro 10 and the Native
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Instruments music library (Kontakt 5) for synthesis. A sample of algorithmically generated
music is available at https://open.spotify.com/album/4QBVhPmHTwXN9IWiB8ZgJS
(accessed on 3 September 2021). We considered these professional music-generation tools
to avoid the creation of music that the volunteers would perceive as “mechanical”. To this
end, we also relied on the expertise of musicians that helped us with the setting of the
parameters of these tools. After randomization, the participants underwent one of the two
music listening conditions (with earphones) in a state of comfort. Each music listening
session lasted approximately 9 min. In the conventional music listening group, before the
experiment, the researcher asked each subject to select a list of 2–3 preferred relaxing pieces
of music; the only restriction was a total length of 9 min at most. In the Melomics-Health
group, participants listened to three relaxing pieces of music with a total length of 9 min
composed by the Melomics-Health algorithm. Before and after music listening experiences,
both groups (Individualized Music Listening Group = IL and Melomics-Health Group
= MH) completed the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) to evaluate the level of relaxation of
different types of music. In addition, at the end of the experience, the participants were
asked to express how much they enjoyed music listening and how it evoked images and/or
emotions. These aspects were evaluated through completion of the VAS.

2.2. Phase 2

This part of the study involved 179 healthy subjects with and without training or music
practice who participated in an online questionnaire. A first form, distributed through
several different channels—different websites, and different social media—was used to
recruit potential participants: it provided information about the goals of the study, the
estimated duration of overall music listening and questionnaire completion, and the fact
that participation required a quiet situation in which the listener would not disturb or be
disturbed by people nearby, preferably listening to the different pieces with earphones. This
first form gathered contact information that was used to send a link to the actual form that
proposed the actual music listening experience and questionnaire. A professional composer
was asked to create a song considered relaxing using the same parameters that were used
by the algorithm. Therefore, pieces composed for the same instrument (clarinet) and with
overlapping characteristics (tempo, duration, harmonic background, range of pitch) were
used. After recruitment, the participants were randomized to achieve a balance between the
four different groups: the first listened to pieces composed and performed by a human (HH
group); the second listened to pieces composed by a human and performed by a machine
(HC group); a third listened to pieces composed and performed by a machine (CC group)
and the fourth listened to pieces composed by a machine and performed by a human (CH
group). Participants were asked to evaluate if what they had listened to: (1) could be
considered music; (2) produced an immediate relaxation/de-activation; (3) was composed
by a human being or a machine. To keep the two tasks separate, the first required listening
to three 90 s pieces, while the second listened to two 60 s pieces. Statistical analyses were
based on the Mann–Whitney U test [37] to compare the relaxation levels for different types
of listening, as shown in Tables 1 and 3, and the Chi-squared test to compare responses
to questions that had a yes/no answer: music/no music; human/artificial composer,
as shown in Tables 2 and 4. The research was approved by the local ethics committee
(Protocol Number 2175CE, 11 January 2018), and participants signed an informed consent
form before enrollment.

3. Results
3.1. Phase 1

Figure 1a shows that the relaxation level obtained with the music created by the
algorithms (MH) is similar to the one achieved with the pieces of music individually
selected by the participants (IL).

https://open.spotify.com/album/4QBVhPmHTwXN9IWiB8ZgJS
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Figure 1. Points of variation in relaxation level (a) and enjoying the music (b), evoked images (c) and evoked emotional
levels (d) assessed by the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) in subjects recruited for the study (all, without and with training) in
both groups (Individualized Music Listening Group = IL and Melomics-Health Group = MH). On each box, the central
mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme
data points that are not considered outliers.

Moreover, musical training does not result in a different variation of the relaxation
level. Figure 1b displayed how the participants liked the music they listened to. The
algorithmically created music does not reach the same VAS values of the individually
selected music. Furthermore, in this case, similar behavior can be observed despite the
existence or lack of musical training. Figure 1c,d shows how IL and MH music can evoke
images or emotions in the participants. Individualized listening has a greater evocative
value for both images and emotions. However, algorithmic music also has an effect in
this regard. The impact of music on the evocative aspect is maintained constantly in both
groups (IL and ML) in the presence and absence of music training. Only the subjects with
training, belonging to the MH group, evaluated with a slightly lower score compared
to the subjects without training for the evocative value of images given by listening to
algorithmic music, just as the subjects with training, belonging to the IL group, showed
greater emotional sensitivity than the subjects without training. The aforementioned results
have been validated through a statistical validation procedure reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Results of a two-tailed Mann–Whitney U-test comparing the Individualized Listening group with the Melomics-
Health group: All Subjects, Subjects with musical training and Subjects without musical training.

Relaxation Levels Liked the Music Evoked Images Evoked Emotions

All subjects 1.71 × 10−10 2.01 × 10−30 2.48 × 10−12 3.68 × 10−19

Musical training 2.07 × 10−5 1.80 × 10−12 1.19 × 10−4 1.07 × 10−6

No musical training 1.02 × 10−6 3.34 × 10−20 3.51 × 10−10 4.06 × 10−15

3.2. Phase 2

Figure 2 shows how participants perceived the sonorous stimuli (music or non-music)
that experimenters proposed to them.

Figure 2. Number of participants in the considered groups: whole group (a–d), with musical training (e–h), and without
musical training (i–l), that perceived what they heard as music or non-music. HH = music composed and performed by
a human; HC = music composed by a human and performed by a machine; CH = music composed by a machine and
performed by a human; CC = music composed and performed by a machine; w/ = with; w/o = without.
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The majority of the participants perceived what they had listened to as music, indepen-
dently from musical training (a–d). However, when the composer was a computer, more
participants identified what they had listened to as “non-music” (c, d). The same trend
appears when the analyses are specifically related to the subjects with (e–h) or without (i–l)
musical training. Table 2 contains the p-values resulting from the chi-squared test (with
α = 0.05) assessing whether the perception of the music (music or non-music) was different
for the four different combinations of human/computer composer/performer.

Table 2. Chi-squared test (with α = 0.05) assessing whether the perception of the music (music or
non-music) was different for all the possible combinations of human/computer performer/composer.
HH = music composed and performed by a human; HC = music composed by a human and per-
formed by a machine; CH = music composed by a machine and performed by a human; CC = music
composed and performed by a machine.

All Subjects

HH HC CH CC
HH 1 0.28313 0.001 0.0003
HC 0.28313 1 0.05217 0.02241
CH 0.001 0.05217 1 0.79334
CC 0.0003 0.02241 0.79334 1

With musical training
HH HC CH CC

HH 1 0.78885 0.00284 0.00909
HC 0.78885 1 0.03044 0.07029
CH 0.00284 0.03044 1 0.95809
CC 0.00909 0.07029 0.95809 1

Without musical training
HH HC CH CC

HH 1 0.48585 0.1659 0.02745
HC 0.48585 1 0.68641 0.21269
CH 0.1659 0.68641 1 0.53559
CC 0.02745 0.21269 0.53559 1

Based on the p-values, it is possible to state that, in some cases, the perceived effect of
the music is affected by the composer. A reasonable hypothesis is that the algorithmic music
is not “competent” enough, and is then spotted by the participants. In particular, focusing
on the combinations HH/CH and CC/HC, the p-values indicated that the perceived
effect is different even though the performer is the same (a human in the former pair,
and a computer in the latter pair). This result is coherent with the existing literature
demonstrating that a computer performer can easily bias musical perception [38]. Focusing
on the specific groups of participants (with and without musical training), music performed
by a human being or by a computer is perceived by the participants in the same manner,
regardless of whether the composer is a human or a computer. The only statistically
significant difference among participants with musical training arises when focusing on
the combinations HC/CH and HH/CC: when both the composer and the performer are
not the same entity, the participants perceived what they had heard differently (music
or non-music). Similarly, for participants without musical training, the only statistically
significant difference can be noticed when comparing CC to HH. Figure 3 shows that
the immediate level of relaxation was comparable across participants in the HC/CC and
HH/CH subgroups (a). Subjects without musical training (b) obtained the same relaxation
level in HH, CH, and CC subgroups and a lesser relaxation in the HC subgroup. Subjects
with musical training (c) obtained a greater level of relaxation in the HC and CC subgroups
and a lower and similar level of relaxation in the HH and CH subgroups. The resulting
p-values (Table 3) suggest that no statistically significant difference emerged across the
considered group of participants.
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Figure 3. Boxplots summarizing the relaxation level of the different groups of participants (whole group, with and without
musical training). In each box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the
whiskers extend to the most extreme data points that are not considered outliers. HH = music composed and performed
by a human; HC = music composed by a human and performed by a machine; CH = music composed by a machine and
performed by a human; CC = music composed and performed by a machine. w/ = with; w/o = without. (a) refers to all the
participants; (b) refers to the participants without musical training; (c) refers to the participants with musical training.

Table 3. Two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test (with α = 0.05) comparing the relaxation level achieved
and considering the combinations of performer/composer (HH, HC, CH, and CC) on the entire
population and the subgroups with and without musical training. HH = music composed and
performed by a human; HC = music composed by a human and performed by a machine; CH = music
composed by a machine and performed by a human; CC = music composed and performed by
a machine.

All Subjects

HH HC CH CC
HH 1 0.28313 0.001 0.0003
HC 0.28313 1 0.05217 0.02241
CH 0.001 0.05217 1 0.79334
CC 0.0003 0.02241 0.79334 1

With musical training
HH HC CH CC

HH 1 0.78885 0.00284 0.00909
HC 0.78885 1 0.03044 0.07029
CH 0.00284 0.03044 1 0.95809
CC 0.00909 0.07029 0.95809 1

Without musical training
HH HC CH CC

HH 1 0.48585 0.1659 0.02745
HC 0.48585 1 0.68641 0.21269
CH 0.1659 0.68641 1 0.53559
CC 0.02745 0.21269 0.53559 1

Finally, Figure 4 summarizes how different groups of listeners distinguished music
composed by a human from that composed by an algorithm. Comparing plots (a) and (b),
it seems that it is not simple to identify the human as a composer independently from the
performer being a computer or a human being. It seems that the performer does not play
a significant role in understanding whether a piece of music was composed by a human.
Moreover, comparing the plots (c) and (d) in which the composer is a computer, it seems
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that the composer can be identified when the performer is also a computer. On the other
hand, it is difficult for the participants to identify the composer when a human performs
music composed by a computer.

Figure 4. Number of participants in the considered groups (whole group, with musical training, and without musical
training) who identified the composer of the music they listened to as Human or Computer. HH = music composed and
performed by a human; HC = music composed by a human and performed by a machine; CH = music composed by a
machine and performed by a human; CC = music composed and performed by a machine; w/ = with; w/o = without.

The second row of plots performs a similar analysis but focuses only on the partic-
ipants with musical training. Focusing on plots (e)–(h), it is possible to strengthen the
previous findings. Finally, the fourth plot (h) makes it clear that the participants can identify
the computer as the composer when the music is performed by the computer itself. This
analysis seems to suggest that the performer is the key element. This is quite evident when
focusing on the pairs of plots (e)/(f) and (g)/(h), where a different performer makes it sim-
pler for the participants to identify the composer. While usually the performer adds a layer
of expressiveness on top of the composed music, in order to reduce potential differences in
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execution by the human with respect to the machine (expressiveness, dynamics, tempo,
etc.), the human performer was asked to perform the musical pieces avoiding variations
and seeking both regularity and uniformity in the execution. Still, for the listener, the
performer has a relevant effect in the identification of the composer of the music.

The last row of plots in Figure 4 considers the participants without musical training.
For this subset of participants, the four plots suggest that it is generally difficult for them
to recognize a composer of music, except for music composed by a human and performed
by a computer (j). Additionally, it is interesting to compare the plots (e) and (h) reported
in the second row (participants with musical training) with those in the third row (i) and
(l) (participants without musical training). From this comparison, it seems that when the
performer and the composer are the same entity (human or computer),it is simple for
the participants with musical training to correctly identify the composer. On the other
hand, participants without musical training still have some difficulties in identifying the
composer. To validate the aforementioned qualitative findings, we performed a statistical
analysis. Table 4 reports the p-values of the chi-squared test (with α = 0.05) comparing the
perception of the composer as human or artificial among all four possible combinations of
human/computer and performer/composer.

Table 4. Chi-squared test (with α = 0.05) comparing the perception of the composer as human or
artificial among all the possible combinations of human/computer performer/composer. HH = music
composed and performed by a human; HC = music composed by a human and performed by a
machine; CH = music composed by a machine and performed by a human; CC = music composed
and performed by a machine.

All Subjects

HH HC CH CC
HH 1 0.64537 0.29525 0.00528
HC 0.64537 1 0.11102 0.00111
CH 0.29525 0.11102 1 0.11378
CC 0.00528 0.00111 0.11378 1

With musical training
HH HC CH CC

HH 1 0.62849 0.14344 0.0012
HC 0.62849 1 0.50469 0.0153
CH 0.14344 0.50469 1 0.08687
CC 0.0012 0.0153 0.08687 1

Without musical training
HH HC CH CC

HH 1 0.16093 0.8744 0.66243
HC 0.16093 1 0.21389 0.04366
CH 0.8744 0.21389 1 0.64532
CC 0.66243 0.04366 0.64532 1

As one can observe (Table 4), the p-values suggest that, for the vast majority of the
considered combinations (composer/performer), what really matters for the perception of
the composer is the performer. In particular, independently from musical training, when
the performer is a human being, the perceived composer is not distinguishable for the
participants, independently from their musical training. From the p-values, it is possible
to extract other findings: for the participants (independently from their musical training),
there is a statistically significant difference when considering the combinations CC and HC.
In other words, a participant (subject) can identify the composer with a different level of
confidence if the performer is a computer. Focusing on the whole group of participants
and the ones with musical training, there is a statistically significant difference between
the combinations HH and CC. In other words, it is possible to identify the composer with
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a different level of confidence when both the performers and the composers are humans
or computers.

4. Discussion
4.1. Phase 1

From these results, it is possible to state that the relaxation level obtained through
the music created by the algorithms is similar to the one achieved with the musical pieces
individually selected by the participants. Participants belonging to the IL group seemed
satisfied with the choices they made. On the other hand, participants belonging to the MH
group rated the experience as less pleasant. This is probably due to the fact that, in this
case, the music was proposed by the experimenter and unknown to the subjects. We think
that enjoyment may also be related to the level of familiarity or predictability of the music.
While this limitation might have partially biased the result, we expect these conditions
to actually happen in real-life situations, where people could favor music that they know
and enjoy. In this sense, repeated listening could also increase the level of enjoyment.
Despite this, in the MH group, the enjoyment score reached a high level (6/10 in the VAS).
This observation is in line with the existing literature showing that well-known music has
a potential effect given its recognition and predictability characteristics by leading to a
reward effect [31,39–41]. However, it is not possible to exclude that musical parameters
and structures can also determine important effects. For this reason, algorithmic music
(which tends to exclude cultural and recognition aspects, relying on peculiar structural
and parametric aspects of music) can be an important tool for studying the links between
music and the effects produced [27,29]. Concerning the possibility that IL and MH music
can evoke images and emotions in the participants, the results of the study showed that
algorithmically created music can also induce this process. This result makes the two
types of music more comparable. Again, it is conceivable that individualized listening can
produce more images and emotions related to personal memories or experiences. However,
it is important to emphasize that MH music was created for therapeutic purposes and
that, for this purpose, the evocative component assumes less importance. In addition,
less evocative or emotional exposure could facilitate the process of relaxation. According
to the p-values, it is clear that individualized listening and Melomics-Health produced a
different effect in terms of relaxation level, evoked emotions and images, and appreciation
of the music on the considered groups of participants, independently from musical training.
However, it is important to highlight that, similarly to individualized music listening,
Melomics-Health can produce relaxation and evoke images and emotions. This part of the
study analyzed the short-term effect of music listening only in healthy subjects. It will be
important to think in the future about studies involving different types of pathological
populations with increased and prolonged exposure to musical stimulus. This aspect could
on one hand create more familiarity with algorithmic music and, on the other, strengthen
therapeutic changes at the psycho-physiological level.

4.2. Phase 2

Concerning the perceived effect (music or non-music), the results of the statistical anal-
ysis corroborate the qualitative findings: the effect is mostly related to the performer, while
the fact that the music is composed by a human or by a computer does not significantly
affect its perception. Moreover, the levels of relaxation are comparable independently from
the composer, performer, and musical training. This is the most important result of this
study because it confirms the suitability of algorithmically created music for therapeutic
purposes. Finally, we have explored whether the music composed by a computer is dis-
tinguishable from the one composed by a human being. Based on the results obtained,
we can state the following: when music is performed by a human being, it is difficult to
identify the computer as the composer. Similarly, it is difficult for participants without
musical training to identify the human composer of music performed by a computer. When
the composer and the performer are both computers, participants with musical training
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are more likely than participants without musical training to detect the composer. This
finding suggests the suitability of Melomics-Health algorithms for creating music that is
potentially not perceived as artificial by the patients (usually without musical training).
Additionally, the statistical analysis confirms the qualitative results previously discussed.
One of the limitations of the study, especially regarding Phase 2, was that younger people
with adequate technological expertise probably adhered more easily to the experiment, and,
conversely, older people with little computer knowledge may have had some difficulties in
participating. Another remark: it was not technically possible to control whether the music
was played completely while participants completed the online questionnaire. Nonetheless,
two factors lead us to consider that participants actually followed the proposed proce-
dure: first, several recruited participants did not complete the listening experience or they
did not complete the questionnaire (informally, some of the participants who completed
the procedure reported that the overall experience was considered quite, and potentially
overly, long); second, the questionnaire included open questions about situations or images
suggested or evoked by the listening experience, and most of the completed questionnaires
reported very plausible phrases, suggesting that the participant actually listened to the pro-
posed pieces and devoted significant time and attention to the overall experience. Finally,
from a musical point of view, the brevity of the music listening experience, especially in
the second phase of the study, allowed us to verify only the immediate impact of music on
relaxation. Future studies should verify the long-term effects of algorithmic music through
randomized controlled clinical trials in different fields.

5. Conclusions

This study investigates the relaxation level (one of the most relevant aims of non-
pharmacological therapies) induced by algorithmic music, and by comparing it with that
obtained with conventional music. Subsequently, an extensive study was performed to
capture important features characterizing algorithmic music. First, a study was performed
aimed at assessing whether algorithmic music is perceived as music; a second step inves-
tigated how much the composer and performer impact on the relaxation level produced
through music listening; finally, the study analyzed whether the music composed by a
human can be distinguished from that composed by an algorithm. Based on the results
obtained, it is possible to state that the relaxation levels obtained through conventional
music and algorithmic music are comparable. Musical training does not significantly
influence the relaxation level. Concerning the second part of the study, perceiving as music
what the patients heard is mostly related to the performer of the piece of music, while
whether the composer is a computer or a human is not relevant. Similarly, what makes
music composed by an algorithm distinguishable from the one composed by a computer is
still the performer. In other words, using music composed by a computer for therapeutic
reasons is a viable option. In particular, algorithmic music does not reduce the relaxation
level of the patients when compared to the relaxation level obtained with music composed
by a human. What really matters is the performer. It will be important to evaluate outcomes
through a more objective assessment (biological markers, neuroimaging, electrophysio-
logical responses, etc.) in clinical settings including other outcomes such as pain, stress,
and anxiety. Moreover, for the second phase of this study, as participants were listening at
home, many factors were not controlled (e.g., the environment in which the listening was
performed, whether the listening was completed, and so on). For this reason, it would be
important to further validate the results of this study in a fully controlled environment,
thus guaranteeing the same listening conditions for all participants. Another aim of the
research in this field can be the creation of an adaptive algorithm that, starting from the
therapist’s proposal, composes the most appropriate and tailored music for every need at
all times based on specific recommendations by the patient. This introduces the possibility
of creating an adaptive mechanism such that the algorithm can follow individual patient
changes through therapeutic treatment. In this approach to musical therapy, the therapist
could be considered not only a trained professional in the use of music in the therapeutic
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relationship but also a professional who “designs” music according to the therapeutic
needs of the patient by integrating musical, psychological, medical, and neuroscientific
knowledge.
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